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UPCH CRITICAL THINKING ENTRANCE TEST: ‘THE GREAT CRIME 
DECLINE’ 
SAMPLE TEST ANSWERS 
 
 

1. What is the conclusion of the passage? (2 marks) 
 

In order to get the full 2 marks here, the students should detail their answer: 
The conclusion of the passage is that there is a big gap between the reality of crime and 
its perception. This is because of television and its taste for violent programmes: the 
repetition of violence on TV makes violence more acute and common than it actually is.  
The passage concludes that TV should stop broadcasting violent programmes (1 mark 
only). 2 marks for a fully developed answer. 

 
 

2. i) Without repeating exactly the words of the passage, describe the results of a 
recent survey about violent crime. (2 marks) 
 

A recent survey about crime found that 25% of people believe they will be victims of 
violent crime. In reality, only 1% actually will be. (1 mark per figure given) 
 

ii) Suggest a reason not given in the passage that explains the gap between actual 
crime and fear of crime. (2 marks) 

 
Here, students need to consider that people can live in an environment perceived as 
unsafe without being actually assaulted and find scenarios that may lead to this. They get 
1 mark for reason given and 1 mark for showing its relevance. For instance, a poorly kept 
area (with litter, unkept buildings or tags in public spaces), or the sight of hooded gangs 
or people loitering, hanging around may increase fear, without these resulting in actual 
physical aggressions. Homeless people may add to the fear of crime. This may also be 
cause by people having racist or preconceived ideas. Students could also answer logically 
by evaluating the core assumption of the text: the passage suggests that overestimating 
the number of violent crimes equals being afraid of crime: one may overestimate figures 
without actually being afraid of being attacked. 
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3. Who in your view wrote this passage? Say whether you believe the author is biased 
or not; support your answer with specific examples from the text.  (3 marks)   
                                                                                                                  

This is a 3 parts question and students should take the time to answer to each of them 
without rushing to answer: 
- 1 mark for a clear answer to the authorship (here, it is likely to be a journalist or an 
expert in the field but other answers may be suitable if they are justified);  - 1 mark for 
an answer to the bias question: here, yes, the author is biased against the media 
essentially as he/she generalises and condemns them as the only group that is guilty of 
fear-mongering;  – 1 mark for giving at least 2 supporting examples. There are many in 
the text: the two citations from a sociologist twice, the figures (data) provided; the use 
of exclamation marks that reveal subjectivity; the tone of the last paragraph. 
 

 
4. Without using the passage, describe three factors may have helped lower the street 

crime in Western countries. (3 marks)      
                                                                                                                    

Here, students are expected to come up with 3 different ideas. These could be: perhaps 
more support for the people in difficulty (poor or homeless) would help; perhaps more 
work and collaboration between the local communities, residents, community groups (e.g 
self-policing neighbourhoods); in another direction, what could have helped is in fact to 
have more control through technology (e.g. surveillance cameras, security systems); and 
thirdly, more aggressive policing and strong policy of (mass) incarceration. Any other 
factor that is suitable will also be taken under consideration here. 

 
 

5. The author suggests that there are be some positive aspects in fearing crime. What 
are they? Explain in your own words.  (1 mark) 
 

Here, students should do some close reading. 1 mark for finding the right passage (lines 
21-24) and explaining its meaning. The mark is given for explaining in their own words and 
not just copying the text only. This is a little like the paraphrase questions (below)- but not 
on an idea in general and not just on words. Students need to think about the idea and 
reformulate it to show that they have understood it. 

 
 

6. Paraphrase the following: (1 mark each) 
 

They key to successfully paraphrase is to make sure all the words of the given passage 
are changed and found synonyms or equivalences to.                                                                                                           
- ‘ no one seems to praise it or even be able to accept it as a reality’ (lines 4-5) 
It looks like people are not able to celebrate the fact that street crime is declining or to 
see that this is an established fact or truth. 
 
- ‘the quality of life has changed dramatically, particularly for the most vulnerable and 
for the elderly’(lines 8-9) 
The standard of living has evolved in a considerable/ substantial way, especially for those 
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who are the most fragile socially, economically or in their physical or mental health,  and 
for the older people. 
 
- ‘this general lack of understanding must be the fault of the media’ (line 23)                                                       
The communications specialists and providers are the ones responsible that this is not 
grasped / recognised/ acknowledged / realized by the majority of people. 

 
 

7. Without using the passage, suggest a reason why:   (2 each) 
 

These are quite straightforward questions and relatively easy to answer but students 
should think carefully about their answer to make sure it is not poorly written, too 
partial, biased or plainly incorrect. For instance, saying ‘because old people carry 
expensive watches or goods’ will be less convincing as ‘some old people may carry 
expensive…’.      
                                                                                         
i) Old people are most afraid of attack. 
Any of the following or other: because some of them may be or feel more vulnerable, or 
less able to defend themselves physically; some may be less physically strong or simply 
less confident in themselves. Also, some may carry more goods or valuable items on 
themselves. 
 
ii) Young men are most likely to be attacked. 
Any of the following or other: young men are the most likely to engage in confrontations 
because some may be competitive and boisterous; some may associate in the riskiest 
places or with risky people and go out later in the night. Some may be immature and not 
recognise dangerous situations. Also, this may be because young men may not know how 
to defend themselves or show their lack of confidence to more experienced ill-meaning 
people. 
 
 
8. What reasons could politicians have to warn people against crime when it is in fact 

declining? Give at least 2 different reasons and support your answer with examples.  
(3 marks)    
                                                                                                                          

There are many ways that students can answer this question. 1.5 marks for each reason 
(1 for the reason and 0.5 for an example provided to support it). Students should think 
about reasons and examples before they write. E.g. Politicians may do this for electoral 
gains: they may think that making promises that are easy to hold will be a good strategy 
to be popular and remain in power; politicians may also want to support industries that 
would benefit from this fear such as the guns industry or the media industry (e.g. the 
National Riffle Association in the US) or their military production (e.g. army materials). 
They may wish to pass more strict rules, laws or regulations concerning civil behaviour.  
 

 
9. Do you think the conclusion to the passage is valid? Why? Explain your point of view 

in a well-developed paragraph. (3 marks)        
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There are different ways to answer the question. To get the maximum of marks, students 
should plan out their answer before starting to write it down. Planning ensures that there 
are enough arguments and that these are set in a constructed and persuasive way (from 
most common or easiest, to most complex, original or convincing for instance). 1 mark 
will be given for a clear answer but up to 2 for the amount of detail and sophistication of 
the answer. For instance: 
 
 Answer Yes: The media are certainly the guiltiest ones at pushing fear in people’s 

heads. The United States is a good example of a society influenced by TV, media and 
its representation of violence. It seems to demonstrate that there is a link between 
the number of violent programmes on TV and the perception that one lives in a 
dangerous environment. Canada, with less televised violence, seems less paranoid. 
 

 Answer No: TV represents the world we live in. Removing inconvenient truths such as 
the degree of violence of our societies will not solve the problem. Other factors also 
come in play in the promotion of violence: for instance, some countries have open 
gun laws; many will have experienced violence in their recent history and people may 
still remember it (South Africa, Korea, Sudan, etc) and therefore be rightfully 
concerned about it. It is really the government’s responsibility to curb violence and 
the fear of violence: the terribly regular school shootings in the USA are linked to the 
5th amendment and many citizens are now concerned with the loose regulations to 
gun ownership. 

 
 Answer Yes but…: The passage does suggest that TV is responsible for generating fear 

of crime among people, but it does not say where the survey comes from. Looking at 
China, Iraq, Israel or the US would bring different conclusions. It seems likely that 
countries that have experienced violence through way will fear violent crimes without 
the need of TV’s help, so the link between TV and fear of crime is not automatic. 
 

 Answer Yes but…: The relationship between fear of crime and mass media is unclear, 
at least in its causal ordering. To put the dilemma in simple terms: do people fear 
crime because a lot of crime is being shown on television, or does television just 
provide footage about crimes because people fear crime and want to see what's going 
on? The complex nature of crime could allow the media to exploit social naivety, 
covering only certain types of crime, but also distorting the everyday world of crime. 

 
 

10. At the end of the passage, the author suggests that we prefer watching reports on 
crime and violence rather than ‘good news’ (line 27). Do you agree? Explain why 
using at least two different arguments.  (4 marks)    
                                                                                                                      

There is a total of 4 marks in this question so students need to make sure they try and get 
as many as possible. If time is lacking at the end of the test, they should at least answer 
with a yes or no and state whether they agree. They will get 1 mark for a clear answer, 
then 0.5 to 2 per argument provided and well-expressed. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_media
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Examples of answers:  
 Fascination with horror is usual: it is part of human nature…We enjoy watching 

dangerous or terrifying shows. The apocalyptic movies are very popular… 
 

 The glorification of fear and violence in the media is part of an old political 
strategy designed to keep people in their place. The Romans realised that with 
‘pane and ludus’ (‘‘bread and games’) the population was kept quiet. When we 
are entertained, we do not question the world around us as much.  

 
 It is not sure if we really do prefer ‘bad news’. Our feelings of fear can be helpful 

(functional) but also unhelpful (dysfunctional) as there can be affective reasons 
for feeling fear. A person may have been a victim themselves for instance. In other 
cases, some people may be concerned about fear without fearing it yourself. For 
instance, one may know about certain dangerous areas and change one’s own 
behaviour but only sporadically and not really be afraid. 

 
 NO: this argument is not plausible: we are as interested in watching ‘happy 

stories’ with ‘happy endings’ as frightening ones. (examples…) 
 

 Other answers could also be accepted here. What is expected here is for students 
to speak their own mind in a well organised manner: that they are able to share 
their point of view and argument in favour of an idea independently.  
 
 

 


